
Cyberthreat Assessment for Retail

Retailers are common cyber criminal targets. As digital innovation and the need to provide 
omnichannel shopping experiences drive network transformation, retail cybersecurity 
becomes more vital, but also more complex.

This complexity is a leading barrier to protecting sensitive data on point-of-sale (POS) 
systems and other devices carrying consumer financial information. Retail cybersecurity 
solutions must provide the centralized visibility and management of security devices without 
sacrificing efficiency or the quality of the customer experience.

nn Is your organization prepared to respond to sophisticated, mass-produced cyber 
threats?

nn Does your organization have the operational visibility to assess the vulnerability of 
mission- and life-critical applications on your network?

nn Is your current security infrastructure able to detect intrusion or data leakage events?

Fortinet’s Cyber Threat Assessment Program (CTAP) is here to help. CTAP will validate your 
network’s current security accuracy, analyze application traffic, assess user productivity, 
and monitor network performance–all at no cost to your organization. A Fortinet expert 
will deploy a FortiGate high-performance next-generation firewall to monitor key indicators 
within your network, and 5-7 days later you will be presented with a comprehensive report 
that speaks to your organization’s network security posture and network activity. It’s easy 
deployment, but yields powerful results.
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Ensure a 
secure, 
high quality 
environment.
For more information about the 
Fortinet Cyber Threat Assessment 
service, please visit 
www.fortinet.com/assessment 
or contact us at retail@fortinet.com.

Learn why some of the largest retailers worldwide depend on Fortinet for brand protection and to secure their most valuable assets at 
www.fortinet.com/retail.
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